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Safety Information
In 1981, I had a vision…to produce durable leather products for
law enforcement that would stand the test of time for safety and
reliability. Now, over 34 years later, AKER leather products can be
seen as the first choice for the California Highway Patrol, U.S.
Customs and Border Protection; NCIS, FBI Academy, Honolulu PD,
U.S. Navy, the U.S. Postal Service, the Los Angeles Police Dept. and
the San Francisco Police Dept., to name just a few among the many
satisfied customers nationwide and world wide who wear AKER.
Our research and development department continually strives to
come up with new items in line with the ever-changing technology
in the field. But what doesn’t change is the superior quality of the
highest grade top grain leather, thread, dyes and hardware which go
into our products. Each individual item is hand-made in our factory in
the U.S.A. using traditional old-world craftsmanship combined with
stringent quality control and painstaking attention to detail.
These factors have made AKER a leader in the law enforcement
community. In addition to the expertise of our employees, our
success would not have been possible without the dedication of
our loyal dealers, distributors and both our on duty and off duty
customers who have bought AKER leather products these many
years. From one man’s vision has come a company dedicated to
the law enforcement community, a company whose products are
relied upon for their safety and durability and at the same time,
have the right look, the right feel, and the right price.......AKER.

AKER International cautions against the use of its products by persons untrained or inexperienced in the use of firearms. Careless or negligent usage
of any firearm with or without these products may be dangerous and result in injury or death. Products have been inspected prior to shipment by the
manufacturer; however, the user/buyer should inspect the product before use. Snaps and fasteners should be inspected regularly to ensure proper
security of handgun. Should any AKER leather product become worn, loose, defective, or ill-fitting, cease use immediately. Fingers must be kept clear
of the trigger and hammer when inserting or removing a firearm into or from a holster.
Always keep safety strap snapped. No holster is completely “snatch proof”. Therefore, the user must exercise extreme diligence at all times in any
situation where another person may attempt to take the user’s handgun. We caution against the use of custom, worn, or broken guns, and guns of
inferior quality. We also caution against the use of any accessories which might interfere with the proper and safe fit of the gun in the holster, including
such accessories as oversize hammers and triggers, trigger shoes, oversize grips, and grip adapters. Any handgun modification may cause improper
holster fit and accidental handgun discharge. Do not alter or modify AKER leather products in any way.

Order Options

Terms of Sale

Please be as specific as possible to assure prompt handling of your orders,
specify plain or basket weave along with the color and hardware choice.

In accordance with the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act of 1975, all AKER
products are sold “as is” and “with all faults”. The entire risk as to the
quality and performance is with the buyer. Should any AKER product
prove defective following its purchase, the buyer, not the manufacturer,
distributor, or retailer, assumes the entire risk of all necessary servicing
or repair. The implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose and all other warranties, expressed or implied are
excluded from the transaction and shall not apply to the product sold. The
determination of the fitness or the suitability of any product for a specific
use is the responsibility of the buyer. All prices, terms, conditions, colors,
materials, and styles are subject to change without notice.

Items will be shipped in plain black with chrome hardware unless
otherwise specified.
The following is a list of options available:
Color: Black or Tan.
Finish: Plain or Basket Weave.
Hardware: Nickel, brass, or black.
Hidden snaps: Optional on many accessories.
Lining: Top grain leather or Unlined.
Velcro ® Closure: Special order only.
*Minimum product orders are indicated
by a number in the color choice column(s).*

Returns

AKER is an approved GSA supplier - GSA Contract GS-07F-8884D.
Call or write for complete details.

Claims must be made within ten days after receiving product. Call our
customer service department at (619) 423-5182 to receive your return
authorization number. Merchandise without an RA# will be returned to
the sender unopened. Merchandise returned not due to a factory error
is subject to a 20% restocking fee. Returns cannot be accepted for items
that are discontinued, used, non-stocked, or custom made.

Ordering Information

Shipping

Use the illustrations to determine measurements needed for ordering.

All claims for shortages or misshipped merchandise must be reported
within 10 days. All shipments are F.O.B. Chula Vista, CA factory.

Holsters

Belts

To ensure that your gun and new holster match exactly for a custom fit, specify
make and model of gun, barrel length, and caliber.

Please specify your exact waist size and belt width where choice is
available. To determine your size from your present belt, measure from
the hole you are using to the outer edge of the buckle. For belts sized
XS-XXXL, use the following chart:

Attention Government Buyers

H. Kamuran Aker

Chairman of the Board

Revolvers:

On Duty . . . Off Duty

Measure from the face of the cylinder to the end
of the barrel.
Automatics: Measure from the rear portion of the
ejection port to the end of the barrel.
All of our holsters are available in left-handed models at no additional
charge. Specify LH when ordering.

XS = 26”-28”
XL = 42”-44”

SM = 30”-32”
XXL = 46”-48”

MED = 34”-36” LG = 38”-40”
XXXL = 50”-52”

Belts over 48”, XXL, XXXL: add 15%

Good leather stretches slightly with prolonged use. Since our leathers are the finest, we’ve allowed for the natural expansion of the holster
body by tightening the fit during the molding, bonding, and stitching of our holsters. A secure, safe fit is therefore always assured.
Special Thanks
To the San Diego District Attorney’s Office and Sheriff’s Department for their assistance in producing the Law Enforcement related photography.
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FlatSider™ Series Holsters

akerleather.com

We took the typical pancake belt slide holster and made it our own. Meet the FlatSider™
family of holsters - our most popular holster line due to their unmatched look and feel. By
changing the typical molding process, we created a flat side on the back of the holster which lets it ride closer to one’s body than any other holster. From each contour in the
molding process, our craftsmen go over every single holster by hand to ensure that every
FlatSider™ looks perfect and fits your weapon - and your body - with unequaled comfort.

168

Our version of this popular holster style is molded in fine leather to fit
one’s handgun with 100% of the holster pocket formed away from the
body. No other holster can boast of this feature. At either side of the
holster pocket are curved belt slots that cooperate to provide stability on
the belt with unparalleled concealment. The thumb break configuration
is backed up by an adjustable tension screw that does double duty as a
trigger guard stop. Inside is a full-length molded sight channel and the
special dual-plane muzzle is suited to both standard and shortened
barrels. Available for popular semi-autos.

168

168A

168A

FlatSider™ XR13

All the performance features of
the original XR12 in a strapless
configuration. Available for popular
semi-autos.

2

FlatSider™ XR12

170

170

FlatSider™ XR14

All the performance features of the original XR12, but
the XR14 features a quick draw vertical configuration
for those who prefer this carry mode. Available for
popular semi-autos.

170A

170A

FlatSider™ XR15

All the performance features of the XR14
in a strapless design. Available for
popular semi-autos.

FlatSider™ Series Holsters

800.645.AKER

171

FlatSider Statesman™ XR20

Named for the Bruce Nelson design, this unique addition to the FlatSider family
fills a very important niche. The belt loops on each end of the holster wrap solidly
around the belt and secure with heavy-duty, one-way snaps. This allows those who
favor a slide-on holster the quick-on, quick-off convenience of a paddle rig, by
simply snapping it on or off without removing the waistbelt. By featuring the same
trigger guard tensioner and precision molding as our other FlatSider holsters, we
again offer the user maximum speed and security. The Statesman is sure to become
a “must have” concealment holster! Available for popular semi-autos.

171

171A

FlatSider Statesman™ XR21

The XR21 has everything the XR20 has, except the
thumb break retention strap, for those who prefer
an open top holster. Produced for popular semi-autos.

268

268

FlatSider™ Paddle XR17

All the performance features of the XR12
but now with a paddle back for easy removal
from the waistband area. The Air-Flo™ paddle
incorporates dual retention barbs to hold
the holster in position. Available for popular
semi-autos.

171A

268A

268A

FlatSider™ Paddle XR19

All the performance features of the XR17
in a strapless design. Available for popular
semi-autos.

Air-Flo™ Paddle
Our Air-Flo™ paddle’s ventilation system
affords maximum comfort and convenience
for paddle retention. Once you try our
Air-Flo™ paddle, you’ll never be up a
creek without one!

3

Shoulder Holsters

akerleather.com

107

FlatSider™ XR7

The FlatSider™ molding worked so well on our dual slot holster, we developed it for a
shoulder holster! Using our special method, we molded the holster with 100% of the holster
pocket formed away from the body. The twin harness tabs are carefully positioned so the
gun grip hangs close to the body, where it is comfortable and concealed - and there’s an
adjustable tension screw that doubles as a trigger guard stop. The dual-plane open muzzle
accommodates both standard and long barrels and minimizes “printing” through the jacket.
It is fitted with our own Comfort-Flex ® double shoulder harness, cut from soft, strong leather
and completed with a matching ammo carrier and provision for belt tie-down. Available for
popular semi-autos.

107

101

102

Optional handcuff case.

104

Optional magazine side tie-down.

105

Optional holster side tie-down. FlatSider™ XR7 only.

102
104

Comfort-Flex®

Our Comfort-Flex ® shoulder system features a specially designed contoured harness
that prevents the center piece from riding up and placing the weapon’s weight on
the base of the neck. The weight is on the shoulder muscles, preventing the pain
that may be experienced from an improperly designed harness. The rear strap
attaching point is at the lower edge of the holster which offers a diagonal carry
for maximum concealment, even with 5” autos or 4” revolvers. Constructed of
premium cowhide and using black hardware, the Comfort-Flex ® system rides
more like a vest than a holster.

201

Available for popular revolvers.

101

106

106

4

Comfort-Flex® Vertical

Due to many requests, we now offer a vertical holster version of our
Comfort-Flex ® shoulder holster, which also features a double mag
pouch. The holster is a front break design, with a reinforced finger
release tab, which permits a fast, secure draw without the need for belt
ties, as jumpsuits and many uniforms do not have a convenient way
to tie a holster down. The harness locks in on each side of the neck,
keeping the center piece off the bone at the neck base and also
minimizes shifting of the holster during use. Offered in black or tan
for semi-auto pistols.

105

Nightguard™ Holsters

800.645.AKER

147

Nightguard™ XL

Developed with the help of a major police department and tested by agencies around the world,
the Nightguard™ XL takes the comfort and concealability of the original Nightguard™ into a
pancake style holster. It slides onto belts up to 1-3/4” and creates a low profile by spreading the
holster pocket along the curve of one’s hip. The holster mouth is reinforced with polymer and the
retention strap is extra wide to prevent interfering with the trigger guard. Constructed from
premium cowhide, the Nightguard™ XL rides high and close to the body, providing maximum
comfort and concealment. Available for select weapon and light combinations.

147

167

Nightguard™

The Nightguard™ was the first holster to offer a true concealment option for weapons with
tactical lights and is the first choice for many federal agencies and off duty officers. Constructed
from premium cowhide, the Nightguard™ rides high and close to the body, providing maximum
comfort and concealment. It slides onto belts up to 1-3/4” with a rear belt slot and specially
designed anchor. The light attachment is fully enclosed to avoid any scratching or wear on the
lens. It also features a reinforced opening for additional durability and a tension screw to adjust
the tension to your preference. Available for select weapon and light combinations.

167

267

Nightguard™ Paddle

All the performance features of the original 167 but with a paddle back
for easy removal from the waistband area. The Air-Flo™ paddle
incorporates dual retention barbs to hold the holster in position.
Available for select weapon and light combinations.

267

5

Belt Slide Holsters
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166

Classic 3 Slot

What can we say about this holster, except that it has ranked high in popularity among
professional gun carriers since Roy Baker cooked up the first one many years ago.
Constructed from premium steer hide, the Classic is precisely molded to the individual weapon,
and provides uncompromising comfort and concealment. Featuring thumb break retention, the
three slot design allows the holster to be worn crossdraw or in the F.B.I. forward rake carry.
The holster also features a trigger guard tension screw for extra security. Available for popular
semi-autos.

166

166A

Classic 3 Slot

166A

The open top version of this holster has all of the features
of the Classic 3 Slot, except it is a strapless design for
those who prefer this carry mode.
166A

136

136

Bodyguard

This high riding holster provides stability and protection for the gun.
It features a quick-release thumb break and dual belt slots to hold the
gun close to the body. Available for popular semi-autos.

137

6

Available for popular revolvers.

136A

136A

137

Bodyguard

All the performance features of the thumb break version of the
Bodyguard in a strapless configuration for those professionals who
prefer this carry mode. Available for popular semi-autos.

137A

Available for popular revolvers in a strapless design.

Belt Slide Holsters
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132

White Lightning™

Our very comfortable White Lightning™ belt slide features
an open muzzle for accommodating various barrel lengths
of the same model sidearm. Using our special process, this
holster is molded to the gun for a precise fit, and features
twin belt slots for an extremely close and comfortable ride.
Available for popular semi-autos.

132A

This model is designed for those who favor an open top
holster, while retaining all the other features of the original
White Lightning™. Available for popular semi-autos.

132

154

White Lightning™

Yaqui Slide

The Yaqui Slide is a very compact
design that allows a proper firing
grip from the holster and permits
one-handed reholstering. The holster
features two tensioner screws for a
perfect fit, and a 1-3/4” belt tunnel,
cut out in the rear for placing the
holster over a trouser belt loop which
prevents the holster from shifting.
Available for popular semi-autos.

133

Available for popular revolvers.

178

Hugger XL™

The Hugger XL™ is a very trim and comfortable
holster that gives full muzzle coverage with minimum
bulk. The rear face of the holster is virtually flat for
superior comfort, and the low-cut front allows you
to fetch your weapon very quickly. Aker’s precision
molding and superior finish make this one of the
sleekest holsters you’ll ever own.
Available for select weapon models.

121

154

132A

178

Security Special™

The Security Special™ is a high ride
level one retention holster, designed for
law enforcement and security agencies.
The holster features both a 2-1/4” belt
tunnel and a pair of 1-3/4” belt slots.
Available for most revolvers.

121

7

Paddle Holsters
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144

D.A.™

Here’s a popular design that carries the handgun comfortably and concealed - yet it’s easy to remove
or attach at the waistband! The D.A.™ is uniquely styled to complement today’s popular handguns.
It’s crafted from the finest leather and molded tightly to one’s handgun. Fitted to the holster, the
trademark Air-Flo™ paddle incorporates dual retention barbs to hold the holster in position. A thumb
break strap built into the holster is backed up by an adjustable tension screw near the trigger guard.
Features full length SightStrip™ sight protection inside. Available for popular semi-autos.

144A

D.A.™

All the performance features of the standard D.A.™ in a
strapless configuration for those who prefer an open top carry.
Available for popular semi-autos.

244
144

244A

Available for popular revolvers.
Available for popular revolvers in a strapless design.

244A

Diamond Series™
175

G.B.F.™

When a major Federal agency wanted a paddle holster with features that no other belt holster had,
we had the answer. This Nichols designed paddle is patent pending, with unique features like “The
Wedge” and not two but three barbs. The Wedge finally solves that problem of the “other” paddle
holsters: the gun grip pressing uncomfortably into your side. How? Together with the molded paddle,
it pushes the grip out to a comfortable position. The G.B.F.™ is ideally suited to women and it’s
perfect for competition use for everyone, because it provides full grip clearance. No more fistfuls
of shirt or blouse! It is molded in fine leather to fit one’s handgun, with a thumb break and an
adjustable tension screw for retention. Inside is full SightStrip™ sight protection. Available for
most semi-autos.

175A

Curve

Wedge
(pat.pend.)

G.B.F.™

Third Barb

All the performance features of the standard
G.B.F.™ in a strapless configuration for those
professionals who have demonstrated need for
speed. Available for most semi-autos.

Second Barb

175A

8

Alternate Carry Holsters
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157

Comfort-Flex® Pro

Our ankle holster provides un-paralleled comfort and security for “2 nd gun” backup. Constructed of
a special low-stretch surgical grade elastic, the gun hugs the ankle closely for maximum concealment,
with just enough give for comfort. Thick, genuine sheepskin, not synthetic “cheapskin”, wicks perspiration
away from the ankle and prevents slippage. The holster secures to the ankle with a hi-grade hook and
loop closure. The version for semi-autos features a metal reinforced thumb break while revolvers use a
“pull-through” retention system.

157

155

Pocket Protector Express™

150

The pocket holster solves the problem of pocket pistol “printing”, without compromising access
to the gun, by attaching a wallet shaped flap of genuine leather to the leading edge of the holster.
This allows a full firing grip from the leather and assures the holster will stay in the pocket when
drawing. Our new ambidextrous design allows right or left hand carry using hook and loop
fastener, and the flap can be removed completely for jacket pocket carry or special applications.
The holster also assures the gun butt is properly positioned for drawing and protects one’s pocket
lining. Don’t leave home without it! Furnished in black, rough-out only. Available for semi-autos
and revolvers.

Top
View

155

140

HideOut Holster™

Designed for unobtrusive carry while
wearing body armor, the holster attaches
to vest straps and carries like a vertical
shoulder rig. Available for select semiautos and revolvers.

150

APNDX

This holster is specifically designed to carry a snubby revolver forward of the hip bone on the
strong side. This carry style, known as the appendix carry, gives a comfortable and discreet way
to carry a small revolver. The holster is retained inside the waistband by a single hook spring
clip on the forward edge of the holster. As the butt of the gun is pulled away from the clip and
not straight up, the spring clip gives excellent retention with enough flexibility for sitting comfort.
When drawing from the APNDX holster, your shoulder does not rise, telegraphing the draw. The
APNDX is crafted of premium cowhide with metal hardware. Weapon retention is accomplished
by the precise molding of the leather around the weapon. Available in black or tan.

9

IWB Holsters

176

akerleather.com

IWB Statesman™

134

Our most comfortable option for inside-the-waistband concealed
carry. The reinforced holster mouth allows for one-handed
reholstering. Weapon retention is achieved by our unique
molding process. Two belt loops are attached by Chicago screws
and securely fasten the holster onto belts with up to 1-3/4” widths
with solid brass one-way snaps.

Spring Special™

All the performance features of the thumb
break version of the Spring Special™ in a
strapless configuration for those professionals
who prefer an open top carry. Available for
popular semi-autos and revolvers.

135

Spring Special™

The Spring Special™ features a quick-release
thumb break and a reinforced top band around
the holster mouth. This prevents the holster
from collapsing and allows one-handed
reholstering. Our extra strength “quick-on”
spring clip features a hook configuration for
maximum retention, which prevents the holster
from being drawn with the gun. The Spring
Special™ is available in finished suede only.
It works great in the summer too! Available
for popular semi-autos and revolvers.

135

176

160

134

Spring Special Executive™

The SSE™ features a reinforcing band around the holster mouth which prevents the holster from collapsing in
one’s waistband and allows one-handed reholstering. The extra strength “quick-on” spring clip features a hook
configuration for positive retention, which prevents the holster from being drawn with the gun. Constructed
of the finest cowhide, and featuring thumb break retention, the SSE™ is precisely molded to the individual
weapon. Available for popular semi-autos and revolvers.

160A

Spring Special Executive™

All of the above features, but with a protective flap of leather extending up between the gun
and the body, replacing the thumb break for those who prefer an open top holster.

160

151

D.E.A.™

The D.E.A.™ inside-the-waistband holster is a very comfortable way to conceal
your favorite compact weapon. The reinforced holster mouth allows one-handed
reholstering. Use of full length SightStrip™ protection insures a clean sight picture.
Weapon retention is achieved by our unique molding process and a trigger guard
tensioner. The belt loops securely fasten with one-way snaps. Available for popular
semi-autos.

251
151

10

Available for popular revolvers.

Off-Duty Belts

800.645.AKER

A great holster is only as good as the gunbelt that supports it. Our concealment belts are
designed for officers who carry weapons everyday and want the look and feel of a designer
dress belt, but with the functionality of a traditional gunbelt.

Concealed Carry Gunbelt™

Will your belt do this?

B21

B21 The 1-1/2” Concealed Carry Gunbelt™ has all the features of
a quality dress belt - leather lining, feathered edges, with a solid brass
buckle and keeper. Then we add a reinforcing strip of heavy duty
polymer to prevent weapon “rollover” or sagging. Finally, a gunbelt
that doesn’t look like a gunbelt. It gives you good back support too!

B22

B22

Dress Belt

Same as the B21 but in a 1-1/4” width.

Fancy Stitch Belt

B13

B11

B11 Looks dressy, but is constructed from heavy saddle
leather and is leather lined to give your gun adequate support.
Available in 1-3/4” width.
B12

B14

Same features as the B13 but in a 1-1/2” width.

Same features as the B11 but in a 1-1/2” width.

Ranger Belt

Money Belt

B09

B09

This popular belt has 3/4” billets and is available 		
in 1-3/4” width.

B10

B13 This sturdy leather lined belt features the distinctive
“gunfighter” stitching pattern, and is available in 1-3/4” width.

B17

B17 Sharply styled with enough strength for concealed carry use, this
belt has a hidden difference. The lining is an 18” zippered opening with
adequate room for money, hacksaw blade or a spare cuff key.

Same as B09 but in a 1-1/2” width.
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D.M.S.™ Accessories
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Real estate on your belt is at a premium, that’s why we developed our Dual Mounting Series
(D.M.S.™) combo cases. Each D.M.S.™ product comes with a removable paddle that lets you
use the belt slot on the back of the case, depending upon which carry option you prefer.
No more having to buy two products to hold handcuffs and magazines and no more having
to choose between modes of carry.

       519 (Paddle
Partially Removed)

519
(Side View)

523
(Back View)

519

607
(Side View)

519 D.M.S.™ Combo™
This combo mag and cuff pouch allows one spare magazine and cuffs in
an optional quick on/quick off paddle unit. This case also slides onto belts
up to 1-3/4”. Specify either right or left hand carry.

519A

523 D.M.S.™ Twin™
Open magazine pouch carries two magazines
in an optional quick on/quick off paddle unit.
This case also slides onto belts up to 1-3/4”.

Same as 519 but made to hold ASP cuffs.

517
619

619 D.M.S.™ Mace/Cuff Case
This unit carries a 2 oz. mace can and handcuffs in an
optional quick on/quick off paddle unit. Specify either
right or left hand carry.

12

523

517 D.M.S.™ Night Fighter™
This magazine and flashlight pouch accommodates one spare magazine and
flashlight in an optional quick on/quick off paddle unit. (SureFire 6P/Streamlight
Scorpion or Streamlight Stinger). This case also slides onto belts up to 1-3/4”.
Specify either right or left hand carry.

Off-Duty Accessories
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503

Bikini Cuff Case

Bikini style cuff case clips onto belts up to 1-3/4”.

503A
603

For ASP cuffs.
616
For hinged cuffs.

503

616

Carry Comp™ II

This dual magazine carrier uses two retention screws for security, and has two
snap-fastening belt loops to allow positioning over the pants belt loop.

513

S.M.P.™

Our latest slide-on magazine pouch, featuring a low cut with dual tensioner screws,
allows you to tailor magazine retention the way you want it. The lowered design gives
quick indexing and works well with compact mags. Made for most magazines.

514

S.M.P.™

Our single magazine pouch features our extra strength “quick-on” spring clip
along with our unique passive retention device to always keep the magazine
secure in the pouch and on belts up to 1-3/4”. Available for most magazines.

514A

S.M.P.™ Compact

Available for most compact magazines.
513

607

607 D.M.S.™ Cuff Case
This cuff case with pull-through release
snap, features cuffs in an optional
quick on/quick off paddle unit. This
case also slides onto belts up to
1-3/4”.

514

617

617 D.M.S.™ Mace/Mag Case
This pouch keeps a 2 oz. mace can and
a single spare magazine in one place.
Specify right or left hand.

514A

618

618 D.M.S.™ Light/Cuff Case
This case conveniently combines a SureFire 6P/Streamlight Scorpion or Streamlight Stinger flashlight and
handcuffs in an optional quick on/quick off paddle unit.
Specify either right or left hand carry.
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BLACK LABEL™

Define your right to carry. ™

Aker Black Label brings together land and sea to create a line of distinctive holsters, belts, and accessories. Inspired
by the “surf and turf” lifestyle of our San Diego community and designed to make a statement, Aker Black Label is a
r otating line-up of limited edition products, custom-made by the expert craftsmen at Aker Leather.
We hold each Aker Black Label product to the highest standards of quality. Our sharkskin is responsibly sourced and
our leather comes from the finest vegetable tanned US hides. We dip dye each product by hand and use only solid
brass hardware and nylon bonded thread. Why wait? Make your statement today with Aker Black Label.

BL-B21

BL-B21

BL-168A

BL-168A

Concealed Carry Gunbelt™

Crafted from genuine sharkskin and lined with high
grade cowhide, this 1-1/2” belt features feathered
edges and a custom solid brass buckle and keeper.
The secondary feature is a reinforcing strip of heavy
duty polymer to prevent weapon “rollover” or sagging.
Finally, a distinctive gunbelt to last a lifetime!

FlatSider™ XR-13

Developed with the same care and methods of our FlatSider™ series, this holster is
crafted from genuine sharkskin and high grade cowhide to last a lifetime. Molded by
hand to fit one’s handgun with 100% of the holster pocket formed away from the body.
No other holster can boast of this feature. At either side of the holster pocket are curved
belt slots that cooperate to provide stability on the belt with unparalleled concealment.
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BL-616

BL-616

Carry Comp™ II

Crafted from genuine sharkskin
and high grade cowhide, this
dual magazine carrier uses two
retention screws for security, and
has two snap-fastening belt loops
to allow positioning over a pants
belt loop.

800.645.AKER

Black Label™

Concealment Never Looked So Good.™

On Duty...Off Duty
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On-Duty Holsters
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Although many departments are switching to higher level retention holsters or plastic models,
nothing can compare with the classic look and feel of a leather duty holster. Made for officers
who count on their gear to last, our duty holster models harken back to a different era, when
American made quality could be seen in every police department across the country.

118
119

118

Blue Line™ Drop Loop

119

The Blue Line™ was developed to meet the demanding requirements of a major Federal
agency. It is now approved by numerous law enforcement departments, and is the
current issue holster of the California Highway Patrol. This holster is made of premium
suede-lined cowhide and features a heavy-duty leather overlay that reinforces the
holster at key points. A thumb break retention strap, backed up with an adjustable
tension screw at the trigger guard, allows one to choose the retention level desired.
Inside is full-length SightStrip™ patented sight protection. The Blue Line™ attaches to a
2-1/4” duty belt with a steel-reinforced, leather drop-loop hanger. Offered for popular
duty pistols.

Blue Line™ High Ride Loop

All the performance features of the original Blue Line™
holster, fitted here with a high ride belt loop. This belt
loop features its own adjustable tension screws to limit
movement of the holster along wide equipment belts.
Available for popular duty sidearms.

164

165

164

Sentinel™ Drop Loop

This low ride duty holster features a metal shank, jacket-slot design
belt loop, along with full suede leather lining and a sight track.
Additional specifications include two adjustable tension screws and
thumb break retention for security. Available for popular semi-autos.
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165

Sentinel™ Hi Ride

This high ride holster offers the same retention features and sight track as
the low riding version, but features a dual slot belt loop for a high stable
configuration. Available for popular semi-autos.

On-Duty Holsters

800.645.AKER

114

Nightguard™ Duty Series

Our new low ride Nightguard™ Duty Series allows the
officer to carry the duty weapon with a tactical light
attached, as many departments require. Retention is
accomplished by a thumb release combined with a
tension screw. Available for popular gun/light combos.

115

Available in a high ride configuration.

115
114

122

Patrolman

Our very popular duty holster is a top grain leather-lined jacket-slot style rig,
featuring a thumb break and a tension screw. This offers maximum weapon
retention without compromising speed of draw. Available for most semi-autos.

                                         

123

Available for popular revolvers.

122

123

121

Security Special™

121

The Security Special™ is a high ride, level one retention holster, designed for law
enforcement and security agencies. This holster features both a 2-1/4” belt tunnel
and a pair of 1-3/4” belt slots. Available for popular revolvers.
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On-Duty Belts
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The most important part of any duty rig is the belt. When carrying all the gear your career demands,
there is no substitute for a full-grain leather belt, lined for durability and support. From classic
Sam Browne Belts to Buckleless Velcro® Belt Systems - Aker duty belts are the choice for major police
departments who trust Aker for support.

Sam Browne Belts
B01 Our 2-1/4” wide Sam Browne belt is made of high
quality, heavy duty cowhide for durability and is fully leather
lined for comfort (2” oversize is built in).

B01

B01W Specially designed curved belt for policewomen.
Features all the options of our standard Sam Browne belt
(2” oversize built in).
B03

B01W

Same as B01, except it is half-lined with top grain leather.

B03

B06 This sturdy 2-1/4” River belt is fully leather lined and features
1-1/2” billets. A 2” oversize is built in. Truly a belt to ride the river with!

B06

B07

B07

Heavy duty Garrison belt available in 1-3/4” width.

B08

Same as B07 but in a 1-1/2” width.

B08

Velcro® Duty Belt System
B02V

This buckleless system features Velcro ® closure for
convenience and comfort. Keepers or buckles are no longer needed.

B02V

B08V

B08V The 1-1/2” underbelt is designed to support the Velcro®
Sam Browne belt.
B15

B15
Duty pant belt with Velcro ® fastener. Available in 1-3/4”

width.
B16

B16
18

Same as B15 but in a 1-1/2” width.

Handcuff Cases

800.645.AKER

500 Compact round handcuff case fits both
hinged and chain handcuffs. Slides onto belts up
to 2-1/4”. Hidden snap optional.
500D Same as 500 but made to hold two pairs
of handcuffs. Available in Velcro ® closure only.

500

500D

508 Handcuff case fits both hinged and chain handcuffs.
Slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snap optional.
504 This 1” wide handcuff strap snaps onto belts
up to 2-1/4”.
508

504

501 Teardrop shape completely encloses handcuffs.
Slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snap optional.
502 This compartment style open top cuff case slides
onto belts up to 2-1/4”.
501

502

505 Our new Slim-Cuff™ case, with it’s narrow design,
allows more room on one’s duty belt, giving a full grip
on the cuffs.
506 This slim cuff case with pull-through release slides
onto belts up to 2-1/4”.
606

For hinged cuffs.
505
506
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Magazine Pouches
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Magazine Pouches
510 Double magazine pouch with specially
designed belt attachment allows for a vertical or
horizontal carry. Low profile facilitates quick release.
Slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snaps optional.
510D Same as 510 but made to hold 4 magazines
and designed with Kydex separators to keep magazines
securely in place.
511 Single magazine pouch designed for
vertical carry. Slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”.
Hidden snap optional.
510

511

510D

Speedloader Cases
520 This single speed loader carrier is made to fit HKS brand
loaders, and is available for K-L frame (medium), or N frame (large)
speed loaders. Slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snap optional.
521 Same as 520 but holds two HKS brand speed loaders.
Hidden snaps optional.
520

629
516 Carry Comp™
The Carry Comp™ magazine
pouch offers fast access to
reloads, uses a tension screw for
security and conveniently snaps
onto belts up to 2-1/4”.
516
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521

Pro-Mount™

This unique five round ambidextrous buttstock shotgun shell carrier
is lined with a special suede material that prevents slippage and
absorbs shock. The twin 3/4” gripping holes combined with the
Velcro ® closure gives a quick, secure mount with easy removal.

629

Mace Cases / Glove Pouches
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Mace Cases
570

Fully enclosed mace case specially designed for 4 oz. canisters. Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snap optional.

571

Same as 570 but slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snap optional.

572

Open top mace case specially designed for 4 oz. canisters. Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”.

573

Same as 572 but slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”.

575

Fully enclosed mace case specially designed for 2 oz. canisters. Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snap optional.

576

This mace case specially designed for MK VI canisters. Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”.

788

This mace case is for MK 9 canisters. Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”.

570

571

572

573

575

576

788

Glove Pouches
557 Due to unpredictable events, it makes sense to carry
latex gloves on duty. This supple leather pouch holds up to 4
pairs of gloves and slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Available in
Velcro ® closure only.
586 This leather pouch holds up to 12 pairs of latex gloves
and snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snaps optional.
Can also be used as a shotshell pouch.
557

586
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Flashlight Cases / Baton Holders
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Flashlight Cases
540 Snap on carrier with a shatter resistant plastic ring for “D”
cell flashlights. Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”.
541 This high riding flashlight carrier snaps onto belts up to
2-1/4”. Available for “D” cell flashlights.
541S

541XT

541S

Available for the Stinger flashlight.

541XT

Available for the PolyStinger and Stinger XT flashlight.

548LED

Full coverage flashlight holder made to hold the
Streamlight Strion LED, Scorpion LED, and 6PX flashlights.

540

554 This trim open top, open bottom flashlight holder features
a passive, pull-through retention device to prevent losing one’s
flashlight. Available for the Stinger.
554XT
654

Available for the PolyStinger and Stinger XT.
Available for the Surefire 6P and Pelican M9.
555

555LED

Same as the 554 but featuring a full flap closure. Made
to hold the Streamlight Stinger LED and PolyStinger LED flashlights.

548LED

556LED This holder features full coverage and flap closure.
Available for the PolyStinger LED, DS LED and Poly DS LED
flashlights. Hidden snap optional.
556LED
554XT
554

Baton Holders
550
551M

Snap on baton ring.
Made for side handle batons. Features a black metal ring.

552 This baton carrier is the scabbard for the expandable
tactical batons. Features an open bottom allowing quick storage
of an extended baton when both hands are needed for cuffing.
Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Specify either 21” or 26” batons.
652 This baton carrier is designed for the Winchester
collapsible baton and snaps onto a 2-1/4” belt.

551M
550
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552

552

652

Keepers / Radio Holders
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Keepers
530 Double snap 1” wide keeper snaps onto belts
up to 2-1/4”. Hidden snap optional.
531 Double snap 3/4” wide keeper snaps
onto belts up to 2-1/4”.
532 Extra wide deluxe keeper snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”.
Features special slots for 1-3/4” trouser belt. Hidden snap optional.
533

This belt keeper has a hidden pouch for a spare cuff key, house key, etc.

530

531

532

533

588U

Side view
front, back

588

588U-XTS

Radio Holders
588 The swivel radio holder is a lightweight option that slides onto 2-1/4”
belts. The radio holder features a plastic swivel piece that twists and locks onto
the body of the holder and an elastic retention strap to prevent the radio from
falling out. Available for Motorola XTS3000 or XTS5000 radio.
588U Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Adjusts to accept virtually any hand-held
radio. Features a steel reinforced base support.
588U-XTS

Same as 588U, but made to fit the Motorola XTS3000 radio.

587 Belt style radio carrier slides onto belts up to 1-3/4”.
Made to accommodate the Motorola Saber and KTS 3000 radios.

587
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Citation Books / Notebook Covers
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Citation Book Covers
580 Holds one citation book and has one storage pocket.
Also included is a thin Kydex plate to stop the carbon transfer
to blank tickets underneath. Made of heavy cowhide with strong
metal clips to securely hold the citation book in place.
581 Holds two citation books and has two storage pockets.
Also included are two thin Kydex writing plates to stop the carbon
transfer to blank tickets underneath. Made of heavy cowhide with
strong metal clips to securely hold the citation books in place.

581

580

Notebook Covers
582 Cover for 3” x 5” notebooks with plastic insert
to cover ID or business cards.
583 Cover for 4” x 7” notebooks with plastic insert
to cover ID.

582

583

ID Cases
596 Features two 2-1/4” x 3-1/2”
ID windows.

596

596A Same as 596 but features large
double 3” x 5” ID windows.

596A
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Badge Holders
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Badge Holders
590 Clip-on badge holder for Federal badge. Features a
black clip for a low profile inside the waist band carrier.
591 Clip-on badge holder for Shield badge. Features a
black clip for a low profile inside the waist band carrier.
592 Clip-on badge holder for Star badge. Features a
black clip for a low profile inside the waist band carrier.

691

690

591
592

690 Recessed badge holder for Federal badge incorporates
back clip, Velcro ® closure, and chain for all types of carry.
691 Recessed badge holder for Shield badge incorporates
back clip, Velcro ® closure, and chain for all types of carry.

590

599

597 This reversible undercover badge and ID holder is designed to
be worn around the neck. Fits all style badges.

597

599 This undercover necklace badge holder offers concealment with
quick access to one’s badge. Incorporates a back clip and chain for all
types of carry as well as a flush mount for badge protection.
25

Key Holders / Body Alarm Cases
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Key Holders
560 Key flap protects trousers from key rub and wear and snaps onto
belts up to 2-1/4”. Comes with matching spring hook and split key ring.
561 Key strap snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Comes with matching
spring hook and split key ring.
564 Silent key holder has flaps with Velcro® closure to prevent keys
from jingling at inappropriate times. Slides onto belts up to 2-1/4”.
564

562

Jailer’s double key flap protects trousers from key rub and wear.
Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”. Comes with matching spring hooks and
split key rings.

561
560

510FA Our “Folger Adams” double pouch provides the key carrying
capacity needed by officers who work in correctional facilities.
511FA

Same as 510FA but in a single version.

511FA

510FA

562

Body Alarm Cases
584

Holds personal alarm unit. Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”.

684

Holds personal alarm unit. Snaps onto belts up to 2-1/4”.

699

Jailers Leash

584
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684

699 This 25” long braided leather key retainer allows keys to be attached to a belt loop,
but has enough length to use the keys without un-hooking them. Available in black only with
brass hardware.

A-TAC™ Duty Gear
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•
•
•
•

Weatherproof
Ultra lightweight and rugged
Flexible in all weather
Easily cleaned with soap and water

Used with 2” or 2-1/4” belts
Dual fastening belt slide system utilizes both snap and Velcro® hook
and loop belt attachments.

CB01 Our 2” duty belt features a high impact buckle with 3-pt.
security system. Features a hidden lock on body side, a Velcro ®
loop with an adjustable hook and a heavy duty hanging clip.
CB08

1-1/2” underbelt (not pictured)
908

908

Single handcuff case. Fits both hinged and chain cuffs.

910

Double Magazine Pouch. Rides vertical or horizontal.

910
931

931 1” wide keeper with 2 black hard action snaps.
Comes in packs of 4.
948LED Small flashlight case. Available for the Streamlight
Strion LED, Scorpion and Surefire 6PX.
954 Large flashlight holder. Open top, open bottom.
Available for the Streamlight Stinger, Stinger XT, Stinger DS LED,
and the PolyStinger DS LED.
954S

954
952

956

Same as the 954 but for small flashlights.

948

956LED Large flashlight case. Available for the Streamlight
Stinger LED and Stinger DS LED flashlights.
952

Baton holder available for the 21” and 26” batons.

957

Glove pouch. Holds up to 4 pairs of latex gloves.

964

Silent key holder.

957
964

970 Fully enclosed mace case. Specially designed for 4 oz.
canisters.
975 Fully enclosed mace case. Specially designed for 2 oz.
canisters.

970

975

988 Radio holder made for most popular radios. Elastic tie
down with snap allows for an adjustable system to hold radios of
varying lengths. Attaches to the duty belt with a slide on swivel.
988U Universal radio holder. Steel reinforced base support made
out of leather for extra durability.

989

989 Holster allows an MK9 canister and Stinger flashlight
to be carried tactical style. Fully adjustable.
988

988U
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Pro-Bond™ Series
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Combining years of craftsmanship and excellence, Aker has designed the new
Pro-Bond™ line. Made from premium bonded leather, Pro-Bond™ reflects our
commitment to the highest grade of affordable quality and durability.

RB01 Our 2-1/4” wide Sam Browne belt is made of high
quality bonded leather and is fully leather lined for comfort
(2” oversize is built in).
RB01

RB07

Heavy duty bonded leather Garrison belt available
in 1-3/4” width.

RB08

Same as B08 but in a 1-1/2” width.

RB08V The 1-1/2” heavy duty bonded leather underbelt
is designed to support the Velcro ® Sam Browne belt.

RB07

RB08

R301

Our Comfort-Flex ® shoulder system features a specially
designed contoured harness that prevents the center piece from
riding up and placing the weapon’s weight on the base of the
neck. The weight is on the shoulder muscles, preventing the pain
that may be experienced from an improperly designed harness.
The rear strap attaching point is at the lower edge of the holster,
which offers a diagonal carry for maximum concealment, even
with 5” autos or 4” revolvers. Constructed of high quality bonded
leather with a full grain leather strap and using black hardware,
the Comfort-Flex ® system rides more like a vest than a holster.
Available for popular semi-autos.

R301
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Ordering Information
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Safety Information
In 1981, I had a vision…to produce durable leather products for
law enforcement that would stand the test of time for safety and
reliability. Now, over 34 years later, AKER leather products can be
seen as the first choice for the California Highway Patrol, U.S.
Customs and Border Protection; NCIS, FBI Academy, Honolulu PD,
U.S. Navy, the U.S. Postal Service, the Los Angeles Police Dept. and
the San Francisco Police Dept., to name just a few among the many
satisfied customers nationwide and world wide who wear AKER.
Our research and development department continually strives to
come up with new items in line with the ever-changing technology
in the field. But what doesn’t change is the superior quality of the
highest grade top grain leather, thread, dyes and hardware which go
into our products. Each individual item is hand-made in our factory in
the U.S.A. using traditional old-world craftsmanship combined with
stringent quality control and painstaking attention to detail.
These factors have made AKER a leader in the law enforcement
community. In addition to the expertise of our employees, our
success would not have been possible without the dedication of
our loyal dealers, distributors and both our on duty and off duty
customers who have bought AKER leather products these many
years. From one man’s vision has come a company dedicated to
the law enforcement community, a company whose products are
relied upon for their safety and durability and at the same time,
have the right look, the right feel, and the right price.......AKER.

AKER International cautions against the use of its products by persons untrained or inexperienced in the use of firearms. Careless or negligent usage
of any firearm with or without these products may be dangerous and result in injury or death. Products have been inspected prior to shipment by the
manufacturer; however, the user/buyer should inspect the product before use. Snaps and fasteners should be inspected regularly to ensure proper
security of handgun. Should any AKER leather product become worn, loose, defective, or ill-fitting, cease use immediately. Fingers must be kept clear
of the trigger and hammer when inserting or removing a firearm into or from a holster.
Always keep safety strap snapped. No holster is completely “snatch proof”. Therefore, the user must exercise extreme diligence at all times in any
situation where another person may attempt to take the user’s handgun. We caution against the use of custom, worn, or broken guns, and guns of
inferior quality. We also caution against the use of any accessories which might interfere with the proper and safe fit of the gun in the holster, including
such accessories as oversize hammers and triggers, trigger shoes, oversize grips, and grip adapters. Any handgun modification may cause improper
holster fit and accidental handgun discharge. Do not alter or modify AKER leather products in any way.

Order Options

Terms of Sale

Please be as specific as possible to assure prompt handling of your orders,
specify plain or basket weave along with the color and hardware choice.

In accordance with the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act of 1975, all AKER
products are sold “as is” and “with all faults”. The entire risk as to the
quality and performance is with the buyer. Should any AKER product
prove defective following its purchase, the buyer, not the manufacturer,
distributor, or retailer, assumes the entire risk of all necessary servicing
or repair. The implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose and all other warranties, expressed or implied are
excluded from the transaction and shall not apply to the product sold. The
determination of the fitness or the suitability of any product for a specific
use is the responsibility of the buyer. All prices, terms, conditions, colors,
materials, and styles are subject to change without notice.

Items will be shipped in plain black with chrome hardware unless
otherwise specified.
The following is a list of options available:
Color: Black or Tan.
Finish: Plain or Basket Weave.
Hardware: Nickel, brass, or black.
Hidden snaps: Optional on many accessories.
Lining: Top grain leather or Unlined.
Velcro ® Closure: Special order only.
*Minimum product orders are indicated
by a number in the color choice column(s).*

Returns

AKER is an approved GSA supplier - GSA Contract GS-07F-8884D.
Call or write for complete details.

Claims must be made within ten days after receiving product. Call our
customer service department at (619) 423-5182 to receive your return
authorization number. Merchandise without an RA# will be returned to
the sender unopened. Merchandise returned not due to a factory error
is subject to a 20% restocking fee. Returns cannot be accepted for items
that are discontinued, used, non-stocked, or custom made.

Ordering Information

Shipping

Use the illustrations to determine measurements needed for ordering.

All claims for shortages or misshipped merchandise must be reported
within 10 days. All shipments are F.O.B. Chula Vista, CA factory.

Holsters

Belts

To ensure that your gun and new holster match exactly for a custom fit, specify
make and model of gun, barrel length, and caliber.

Please specify your exact waist size and belt width where choice is
available. To determine your size from your present belt, measure from
the hole you are using to the outer edge of the buckle. For belts sized
XS-XXXL, use the following chart:

Attention Government Buyers

H. Kamuran Aker

Chairman of the Board

Revolvers:

On Duty . . . Off Duty

Measure from the face of the cylinder to the end
of the barrel.
Automatics: Measure from the rear portion of the
ejection port to the end of the barrel.
All of our holsters are available in left-handed models at no additional
charge. Specify LH when ordering.

XS = 26”-28”
XL = 42”-44”

SM = 30”-32”
XXL = 46”-48”

MED = 34”-36” LG = 38”-40”
XXXL = 50”-52”

Belts over 48”, XXL, XXXL: add 15%

Good leather stretches slightly with prolonged use. Since our leathers are the finest, we’ve allowed for the natural expansion of the holster
body by tightening the fit during the molding, bonding, and stitching of our holsters. A secure, safe fit is therefore always assured.
Special Thanks
To the San Diego District Attorney’s Office and Sheriff’s Department for their assistance in producing the Law Enforcement related photography.

2248 Main Street, Suite 6
Chula Vista, CA 91911-3932
619 423-5182 TEL
619 423-1363 FAX
www.akerleather.com
© 2015 Aker International, Inc.
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